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BEST BET R7 17:27

Stop It Black D

T: Jason Magri
$1.3

The Hound Says: Genuine star on the rise and he
blew away his rivals when scoring here last week in
29.58. Should find the rail quite early, hard to reel
in

NEXT BEST R4 16:26

Zipping
Chaplin

Brindle
D

T: Courtney Barnes
$2.3

The Hound Says: Unlucky in the Maiden Final at
Nowra last time when narrowly beaten and he was
a slashing 29.52 heat winner the week prior. Looks
the real deal, go close

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 8 
Race 6 - 4,6,8 
Race 7 - 3 
Race 8 - 6,8,7,3 

$20 For 166.66%

R1 NSW GBOTA WELCOME 5th Grade 280m 15:24

PEARL OF MAUI (2) comes here with two brilliant
Richmond wins to her credit and she looks very
well graded in this. A clean getaway can see her
assume control quickly and she will take some
catching. SORINDER BALE (1) has the good draw
and he will be prominent for most of the journey,
while WILL VILLE (7) is a more than capable type.
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R2 LADBROKE IT! 4th/5th Grade 280m 15:49

KING KAINANE (5) will need some luck from the
tough draw but he has been placed in four of five
from this alley and he is capable of leading or
coming from off the pace in his races. TWELVE
MEN (1) has a good record here and she is drawn
to lead for a long way, while SIMPLE SIMON (8)
will be very strong in the run to the line.
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R3 PBD LADBROKES SPORTS BAR NG1-4 280m 16:07

PERFECT DAWN (1) resumed from a spell with a
brilliant placing at Nowra last time and she will
be better for the run. Should pounce on the arm
and they may have to go sub 16 seconds to reel
her in. CANYA SUPERSONIC (6) was a slashing
16.01 winner here two runs back and she exits a
similar draw today, while RUNNING REDS (7) is
always in the mix.
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R4 PBD LADBROKES BLACKBOOK 1 WIN 5th Grade 520m 16:26

Looks to be a match race between the 'Zipping'
runners and ZIPPING CHAPLIN (8) appears to
have a slight edge. Both runners can take a
couple of strides to get balanced but he appears
to have a better turn of foot. ZIPPING BONUCCI
(7) will give the pink a slight start but he will be
strong in the run home. ROSACKY ESTRELLA (1)
can run a drum.
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R5 PBD LADBROKES ODDS SURGE 1 WIN 5th Grade 520m 16:44

ZIPPING KERR (8) is still learning the caper but
she appears to be a very powerful chaser and
she looks well graded in this event. Should enter
the bend in the top three and will be too good.
KING HARADA (5) is improving with every run and
he will be able to find the rail in the early stages,
while BRADSHAW (7) has a nice turn of foot and
is value
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R6 LADIES NIGHT TOMORROW NIGHT 3rd/4th Grade 520m 17:08

AIN'T WAITING (4) can be a little hit or miss early
but she timed the start perfectly last week and
carved out a sizzling 29.83. Lack of pace inside
helps, should get every chance again. TAW
COMMANDER (6) is racing with confidence and
he should come across with the blue in the early
stages, while SPRING HONOUR (8) returned to his
best last time.
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R7 SIMPLY LIMELIGHT @ STUD 5th Grade 520m 17:27

STOP IT (3) is a genuine star on the rise and he
was a stunning 29.58 winner here last week.
There isn't a lot of pace in one and two, so he
should get a fairly cheap lead. FORNERS STORM
(5) is better than her past few runs and she will
keep the pressure on from the outset. MY GIRL
SHIRL (4) can run a cheeky race at nice odds.
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R8 FARRELLS 4 X 2 5th Grade 520m 17:49

CANYA CAPTIVATE (6) is another serious up and
comer from the powerful Magri kennel and she
will be better for the run here last week. Box
manners aren't great but she will explode
quickly. RITZA SMOKE (8) is the most talented
chaser in the race but he will need some luck in
the early stages. BANDIT TRIXIE (7) can come out
running at times.
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R9 LADBROKES EASY FORM 5th Grade 520m 18:09

SILVERTREE FAN (8) is armed with a dynamic turn
of foot and he should get a nice cart across from
the seven in the early stages. He carved out nice
time at Nowra two runs back and he is getting
stronger. BARBIE ZEAL (7) has the speed to cross
and lead and she will give a nice sight on the
arm. TEAR TREMOR (5) just needs some luck in
running.
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R10 GRNSW PUPPY AUCTION 26 MAY 5th Grade 520m 18:27

ZIPPING FOWLER (3) has turned in two big
performances of late and she appears to be
getting better with every run. Should be able to
find the rail early and she can run over the top
late. CHAD'S A STAR (4) looks the leader and he
will continue to get stronger with more racing
over this distance range. BRUTAL POWER (7) just
needs a little luck.
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R11 LADBROKES WENTWORTH PARK
BATTLERS

5th
Grade 520m 18:49

MOUNT TATE (1) is a little one paced and she
doesn't win out of turn, however she is one of
the few who are proven over this distance range
and she is drawn to get all the breaks. SISTER
TWO (6) is better than her past few runs and she
has the speed to cross in the early stages. ACE
EMGRAND (7) will get a nice cart across early on.
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